Absorption spectroscopy recorded for annealed samples of matrix-isolated atomic europium reveals a pair of thermally stable sites in Ar and Kr while a single site exists in Xe. Plots of the matrix shifts of the visible s → p bands versus host polarizability, allowed the association of the single site in Xe and the blue sites in Ar and Kr. On the basis of the similar ground state bond lengths expected for the Eu-rare gas (RG) diatomics and the known Na-RG molecules, the blue sites are attributed to Eu occupancy in the smaller tetra-vacancy while the red sites are proposed to arise from hexa-vacancy sites. Both sites are of cubic symmetry, consistent with the pronounced Jahn-Teller structure present on the y 8 P ← a 8 S 7/2 transition for these bands in the three hosts studied. Site-selective excitation spectroscopy has been used to reanalyze complex absorption spectra previously published by Jakob et al. [Phys. Lett. A 57, 67 (1976)] for the near-UV f → d transitions. On the basis that a pair of thermally stable sites exist in solid argon, the occurrence of crystal field splitting has been identified to occur for the J ≥ 5/2 level of the 8 P state when isolated in these two sites with cubic symmetry. From a detailed lineshape analysis, the magnitude of the crystal field splittings on the J = 5/2 level in Ar is found to be 105 and 123 cm −1 for the red and blue sites, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Previous work by the Maynooth group has focused on the luminescence of the metal atoms cadmium, 1 zinc, 2 mercury, 3 and magnesium, 4 and, more recently, sodium, 5 and manganese [6] [7] [8] isolated in the solid rare gases (RG's). These systems possess spherically symmetric ns 1 or ns 2 S ground states and involve np 1 or ns 1 np 1 excited states which can be reached in fully allowed absorptions in the UV-visible (Vis) spectral region. Mn, the most recent metal studied, 7 is located in the centre of the transition metal series and with a halffull d-orbital, yields a 6 S ground state from the [Ar]3d 5 4s 2 configuration. Spherically symmetric metal atoms have been selected for study because of the isotropic interactions the ground states of these atoms have with their surroundings in the fcc solid rare gases. Because of the relatively simple nature of these high symmetry interactions theoretical studies, involving a comparison of the recorded optical spectroscopy with the results of molecular dynamics simulations, are achievable. Ultimately, the existence of a pair of thermally stable sites in each of the following systems Na(s) 1 , Mn(d) 5 , and as will now be presented for Eu(f), 7 is amenable to straightforward investigation with theoretical means once reliable metal (M)-RG interaction potentials are available. This has already been done in the case of matrix-isolated atomic sodium 5 where multiple sites are known to be occupied. In contrast, non-S ground state atoms present complications where several closely lying levels exist either from numerous electronic configurations 9 or static Jahn-Teller (JT) splitting, best exemplified by P states of the halogens. Having studied group I, II, and transition metal atom systems, the next logical extension is to investigate matrixisolated rare earth (lanthanide) metals. With a half-filled forbital, the lanthanide equivalent of manganese is europium. Its lowest energy [Xe]4f 7 6s 2 electronic configuration is spherically symmetric so an 8 S ground state results and similar to the previous systems studied by us, it has an excited 6s 1 6p 1 (y 8 P) electronic state accessible in absorption in the visible spectral region. The aforementioned similarities between Mn and Eu led to europium being chosen as the system of choice. However, relatively little spectroscopy has been presented in the literature for matrix-isolated lanthanide atoms. To the best of our knowledge, only the luminescence of the Tm/Ne (Ref. 11 ) system has been thoroughly investigated. Some work also exists from the 1970s on the core f → d type UV absorptions of matrix-isolated Eu (Refs. 12 and 13) and limited studies have been done on the Yb/RG (Ref. 14) and Ho/RG (Ref. 15) systems. Thus, it appears that the spectroscopy of the matrix-isolated lanthanide metal atoms has not received the attention it deserves, and it is an important topic worthy of exploration and analysis.
The near-UV absorptions, arising from the f → d type 8 P ↔ a 8 S electronic transitions of Eu/RG, were identified and investigated previously by Jakob et al. 12 in samples formed at 4 K and annealed up to 30% of the hosts' melting point. Spectra were recorded at high resolution (10 cm −1 ) revealing structured but very complex absorption features. Jakob et al. suggested that the complex structure of the absorption spectrum was a result of crystal field (CF) splitting of the 8 P J states. In this earlier work, Eu was assumed to exist in a single site of noncubic symmetry in the RG lattices. With the ability to perform site-specific excitation spectra and our current knowledge of the sites of isolation of atomic Eu in the RG's, it is now possible to review the previously studied UV absorption features. By conducting a detailed lineshape analysis of the site-resolved bands, a more realistic CF model of the complex splitting observed can be developed. Figure 1 presents a complete gas phase 16 energy level diagram for the UV-Vis absorption transitions of atomic Eu. With an a 8 S ground state, two absorptions are observed in the gas phase for atomic Eu with large oscillator strengths, viz., the y 8 P state in the visible with its lowest spin-orbit level occurring at 466.3 nm and the near-UV 8 P state at 333.5 nm. In the gas phase the y 8 P transition from the a 8 S 7/2 ground state is ten times stronger than the near-UV 8 P ← a 8 S 7/2 transition. To date, however, no work has appeared in the literature pertaining to the visible absorption of matrix-isolated Eu. In addition a previously undocumented 6s 1 6p 1 z 6 P state will be analyzed in the newly obtained excitation spectra. The present study aims to identify and probe these electronic states using a combination of observed matrix shifts and with estimates of the Eu-RG nearest neighbor distances, several site occupancies will be considered and discussed.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The gas handling system and vacuum apparatus used in the preparation of the Eu/RG matrix samples have been described in previous works 3 from our group. Europium vapor was generated by electron bombardment of Eu metal chips (Sigma Aldrich, 457965-5G, 99.9% purity) contained in a molybdenum crucible. Samples were deposited at gas flow rates of 3 mmol/h for periods of 30 min. Concentration studies were conducted by keeping these deposition parameters fixed while varying the metal flow as indicated on the flux monitor on the Omicron (model EFM3 UHV) evaporator. The atomic excitation and absorption spectra reported in this study were recorded in the most dilute Eu/RG samples formed. Samples were annealed to 26, 36, and 60 K for Ar, Kr, and Xe, respectively, to simplify the site occupancy. Sample temperature was measured with a Si diode, mounted on the copper sample holder, while it was monitored and set with a LakeShore Cryogenics (model 321 autotuning) temperature controller. Separate samples were prepared at elevated temperatures to enhance the formation of Eu clusters.
The experimental setups used for recording absorption and excitation spectra have been described in detail elsewhere. 3 Continuous lamp excitation scans were obtained either from a deuterium lamp (UV, 180-400 nm range) or a tungsten lamp (UV-Vis, 300-900 nm range). The excitation wavelength was selected using a 0.3 m focal length monochromater (Acton Research Corporation, model SpectraPro-300i) containing a 1200 grooves/mm diffraction grating blazed at 300 nm. Absorption spectra were recorded directly through the matrix sample using a Hamamatsu R928 PMT detector, while excitation spectra were monitored perpendicular to the light source. Excitation spectra were recorded with monochromator slits of 0.1 mm while slits of 10 μm were used for absorption scans. These settings provide spectral resolution of 1.0 and 0.1 nm, respectively, with the 1200 g/mm grating used in the 0.3 m focal length monochromater.
The emission wavelength of interest was selected using a 0.5 m Spectra-Pro-500i monochromater fitted with three gratings and the emission intensity was monitored using a Hamamatsu R928-P PMT detector held at -20
• C in a Photocool S600 cooling housing. Laser excitation spectra were recorded by scanning the output of a Nd:YAG pumped Quantel TDL-90 dye laser in the region of the z 6 P ← a 8 S transition using Rhodamine 590 (6G) as dye material. In this case an intensified gated-iCCD detector (Andor, model DH720), mounted on the 0.5 m monochromater (ARC, SP500i) was used to monitor the emission intensity.
III. RESULTS

A. Absorption spectroscopy
Atomic europium was readily isolated in the RG (RG = Ar, Kr, and Xe) matrices at 10 K. The absorption spectra recorded for annealed Eu/RG samples in the UV-Vis spectral region are presented in Fig. 2 . Two main absorption regions are clearly identifiable. An intense, broad absorption is observed in the visible region and three weaker, narrow features occur in the near-UV region. The dashed vertical lines in Fig. 2 indicate the gas phase 16 positions of the y 8 P and 8 P state absorptions. Based on their spectral positions and splitting patterns, the near-UV features are confidently attributed to resolved spin-orbit levels of the 8 P J state. Figure 2 reveals complex structures centered at approximately 450 nm and considerable shifting of the strong visible absorption among the different rare gases. However, the dominance of the features in the visible region is entirely consistent with this band being due to the fully allowed y 8 P ↔ a 8 S electronic transition. The origins of the complex structures in the solid-state spectra will be analyzed in Secs. III B-III E.
B. Dimer formation
The Eu/RG absorption spectra presented in Fig. 2 5 ) readily formed van der Waals metal dimers even with depositions at low temperature. It is known that the deposition temperature strongly affects the yield of atoms as compared to metal clusters. Only at very low temperatures it is possible to achieve high monomer yield, at higher temperatures aggregation is severe, even at very low metal concentrations. 17 In an attempt to enhance the formation of Eu clusters, a concentration study was undertaken with higher deposition temperatures following the procedure outlined in Sec. II.
The bottom trace of Fig. 3 presents the absorption spectrum of Eu/Kr recorded following deposition at 10 K. Clearly evident is the y 8 P state absorption centered at 460 nm but no other strong absorption features are identifiable. The remaining three traces in Fig. 3 display the effects of increased metal loading in samples deposited at 22 K. With increased, but still low metal loading conditions, new weak absorption features are already observed in the 510 nm spectral region. These features at 498.8 (shoulder), 507.1, and 519.6 nm become more prominent at medium and high metal loading, their corresponding growth at increased fluxes is indicative of metal aggregates. At the highest metal fluxes, additional absorption features are observed at 552.5, 567.0, and 579.6 nm. The nonatomic absorption features observed in samples formed with low metal loading in the 510 nm region are attributed to the europium dimer, Eu 2 . The longer wavelength features which increase at higher metal loading are indicative of higher aggregates, i.e., Eu x (x > 2).
A comparison of the three Eu/RG systems deposited at elevated temperatures with high metal concentrations is presented in Fig. 4 and the spectral values are collected in Table I . The absorption spectra of samples deposited at 25 K in solid Xe yield a broad absorption feature centered at 513 nm which is observed to increase relative to the y 8 P state atomic absorption at higher metal loading. This effect is characteristic of a Eu dimer band. No other new absorption features are identified implying no higher aggregates of Eu x (x > 2) are formed in the Xe matrix under these conditions. This is reasonable considering Xe is the most polarizable of the three RG hosts; thus, increasing the van der Waals type interaction with the metal atom and thereby stabilizing their isolation within the lattice. In the case of Eu/Ar, two regions of the absorption spectrum show new features, a narrow doublet with peaks at 494.2 and 500.5 nm and a broader band with features at 545.7, 564.5, and 579.9 nm. With low metal loading the doublet at 500 nm is the dominant feature in the spectrum implying it must correspond to Ar (16) Kr (22) Xe ( europium dimer. Even though the bands were recorded at a resolution of 0.1 nm no vibrational fine structure was observed. In addition a careful search was made for cluster emission but none was observed out the long wavelength limit (λ = 850 nm) of our detection system.
C. Eu(y 8 P)/RG absorption/excitation spectroscopy
Details of the Eu/RG visible absorption spectra are presented and compared in Fig. 5 for the three systems studied in the present work. Eu/Xe is the simplest host, consisting of three resolved absorption features at 462, 466, and 470 nm following the removal of a thermally unstable site by annealing. Excitation spectra recorded in this region, shown by the The values provided on the right-hand side are the emission wavelengths used to record the excitation spectra. Two sites of isolation are identified, a higher energy blue site (dotted trace) and a lower energy red site (dashed trace). The inset plots the gas phase to matrix frequency shifts (δ cm −1 ) observed for the central Jahn-Teller component of the blue and red sites vs the RG host polarizabilities. The filled dots (connected by the solid line) highlight the linear correlation between the Eu y 8 P ← a 8 S transition occurring for the blue sites of isolation. Data on the red site is limited to just the Ar and Kr systems but exhibits the same slope but a much smaller absolute shift than the blue site. Annealing the Eu/Ar matrix to 29 K produced a structured absorption band centered at 445 nm (shown by the solid trace on the bottom in and a smaller matrix blue shift of 774 cm −1 . The absorption spectrum recorded for an annealed Eu/Kr sample, displayed in the middle trace of Fig 5, suggests the presence of two thermally stable sites of isolation for Eu atoms in Kr matrices. In contrast to Eu/Ar, the quantities of the two sites are now quite unequal. Nevertheless, siteselective excitation spectra recorded in the vicinity of the y 8 
D. Eu(z 6 P)/RG excitation spectroscopy
Excitation spectra recorded in the region of the z 6 P state for the blue site in each rare gas host are displayed in the left hand panel of Fig. 6 . In solid Ar two structureless features centered at 541 and 552.7 nm are observed while in Kr, they are centered at 554.2 and 567 nm. In Eu/Kr the lower energy excitation component is structureless whilst the higher energy band exhibits two identifiable features. This 554.2 nm band is fully accounted for by two Gaussian curves of widths 126 and 89 cm −1 centered at 551.1 and 554.2 nm, respectively. Excitation spectra recorded in solid Xe present two in- tense features at 568.7 and 584.4 nm. The feature centered at 584.4 nm is structureless while the band at 568.7 nm suggests some further structure to higher energy. A high-resolution laser excitation scan of this band is displayed in the upper portion of Fig. 6 which allows identification of three constituent components.
In the right-hand panel of Fig. 6 the lowest energy components of the Eu/RG excitation spectra have been shifted by the indicated values, to coincide with the gas phase z 6 P 7/2 − a 8 S 7/2 transition. When the observed excitation spectrum in Ar is shifted by -750 cm −1 there is almost perfect agreement between the spectral location of the experimental data and the gas phase positions of the J = 5/2, 7/2 levels of the z 6 P state. The stick spectra 18 shown in this panel, indicate the relative intensities of the two transitions allowed in the gas phase, 19 revealing a very close correspondence with the matrix spectra.
There is also good agreement between the experimental excitation spectra of Eu/Kr and Eu/Xe and the gas phase transitions of z 6 P J (J = 5/2, 7/2) when matrix shifts of -293 and +230 cm −1 are accounted for. The very close correspondence between the matrix and the gas phase spectra strongly suggests that two of the three spin-orbit levels of the z 6 P J state are present in the matrix excitation spectra. All the bands shown in Fig. 6 are excitation spectra recorded by monitoring the specified emission wavelengths which correspond to transitions of the metastable 10 D state of the atom. Thus all these bands must be atomic in origin. While Eu dimers and higher clusters do absorb in this spectral region, such species were absent in the samples used to record the excitation spectra shown in Fig. 6 . It is thus proposed that the two excitation features observed in each RG correspond to the J = 5/2, 7/2 levels of the z 6 P state. This is based on both the similar splitting and intensities observed in the RG hosts and what is observed for these levels in the gas phase. A very interesting question arises from the above assignment, viz., why do JT forces dominate in the resonance y 8 P transition and not in the lower energy z 6 P state? While a definitive answer is currently not at hand, it is noteworthy that the spin-orbit splitting of the z 6 P state (ζ = 604.8 cm −1 ) is roughly twice that of the y 8 P state (ζ = 316.7 cm −1 ). Also, as the strength of interaction of the guest and the lattice increases from Ar to Xe, the extent of JT stabilization increases. This is consistent with the observation of a threefold split J = 5/2 level for the z 6 P state in Eu/Xe.
E. Near-UV Eu( 8 P)/RG excitation
Steady-state excitation spectra recorded herein for the 300-340 nm region, monitoring the site-specific y 8 P state fluorescence (∼450 nm) in annealed samples, allowing distinction of these narrow features previously reported in the higher resolution data of Jakob et al. 12 to be made on the basis of the red (R) and blue (B) site occupancy. The site-selective excitation spectra are presented in Fig. 7 for the three rare gases studied. The state assignments given by Jakob et al. for these spectral features as absorptions of the individual J-levels of the 8 P J (J = 5/2, 7/2, 9/2) and 6 are correct. However, the origin of the underlying structure is more complicated than CF splitting alone as multiple site occupancy in the solid Ar and Kr lattices is clearly present as depicted in the excitation spectra of Fig. 7 . The presence of multiple site occupancy in Ar and Kr can also be inferred from the relative simplicity of the Eu/Xe spectra. Absorption features can now be attributed to atomic Eu occupying a particular site of isolation. The nature and symmetry of these sites will be discussed in Sec. IV B.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Dimer formation
It appears that the matrix samples formed at 10 K contain very small amounts of Eu clusters. Aggregates are only observed when specific conditions, favorable for cluster formation, were deployed such as the use of higher deposition temperatures. This behavior is consistent with that previously observed by Suzer . Europium is a heavy metal atom (152 amu) and selfaggregated to a much lesser extent in the matrix than other van der Waals metal dimers studied by the Maynooth group such as manganese. 6 The difference may be related to the larger mass of this guest, which is three times heavier than any metal atom previously studied. Due to their increased mass, Eu atoms will have less kinetic energy in the growing surface layer after efficient momentum transfer to the solid upon collision at the sample. This reduced mobility will limit the chances of encountering another europium atom, thereby decreasing the probability of dimer formation at 10 K. Furthermore, the predicted binding energies of the Eu-RG diatomics are, as shown in Table III , consistently larger than those of the rare gas dimers, suggesting that the host atoms will bind preferentially with the guest atom. However, as also shown in Table III , the Eu-RG bond lengths are much larger than those of the RG-RG dimers making occupancy in single vacancy sites improbable.
B. Site occupancy
The recorded excitation spectra allow resolution of the congested Eu/Ar and Eu/Kr absorption spectra into distinct sites of isolation for atomic Eu in these rare gases. The excitation spectra reveal the presence of threefold split patterns for each of the sites which is attributed to the Jahn-Teller effect. This is indicative of Eu atoms occupying highly symmetric matrix environments.
Based on the expectation that the excited P state is increasingly stabilized by the heavier rare gases, a trend to lower absorption energy is predicted in the more polarizable RG hosts. Laursen and Cartland 22 showed for group XII metal atoms (Hg, Cd, and Zn) that the matrix shift for atomic P ← S transitions is approximately linear when plotted against the polarizability of the RG's. This behavior was also found 3 in the case of matrix-isolated atomic Mn. The observed matrix shift 23 from the gas phase y 8 P 5/2 ← a 8 S 7/2 transition of atomic Eu is plotted against the RG polarizability in the inset of Fig. 5 . The linear correlation between the single thermally stable site of isolation in Xe and the blue sites in Ar and Kr suggests atomic Eu is trapped in the same type of site for the blue sites present in Ar and Kr and the one site occupied in Xe. The red sites in the Ar and Kr systems appear to show the same slope as the three blue sites present in the three rare gases studied, but with a much smaller absolute shift from the gas phase.
To the best of our knowledge no bond length data are available either experimentally or from ab initio calculations for the Eu-RG diatomics. In the absence of such data, estimates of the Eu-RG diatomic bond lengths can be obtained using the Luiti-Pirani 24 (LP) method. This is a simple approach, relying only on the atomic ionization potential (I) and polarizability (α), to determine approximate expressions for the bond lengths (R e ) and dissociation energies (D e ) of metal-RG van der Waals diatomics. To evaluate the accuracy of this method, sodium was chosen as a test system since its polarizability and ionization potential are similar to atomic Eu. The values used are listed in the caption of Table III . More significantly the Na-RG diatomic bond lengths are now known experimentally from very accurate, high-resolution spectroscopy by Zimmermann and co-workers. 25, 26 Finally, since Na and Eu exist in spherical ground electronic states, 2 S and 8 S, respectively, both of these atoms will show a preference for spherical site occupancy in the fcc lattice structure of the solid RG's. When the experimental Na-RG bond lengths are compared to the results predicted with the LP method, good agreement is achieved. Only small differences in the range of 1%-4% are observed as shown in Table III . This supports the expectation that the LP method can provide a reliable estimate of the bond length for an S-state metal atom-RG van der Waals diatomic. The Eu-RG diatomic bond lengths were then estimated by the LP technique, the results of which are presented in Table III . The Eu-RG bond lengths predicted by the LP method are of the same order of magnitude as Na-RG, but are approximately 0.1 Å longer than the sodium diatomics in all cases. The comparable diatomic bond lengths suggest Eu will exhibit similar trapping site preferences as atomic Na in the RG matrices.
A recent molecular dynamics study 27 of matrix-isolated atomic 5 sodium attributes the red and blue sites to hexavacancy (hv) and tetra-vacancy (tv) site occupancy, respectively, in Ar and Kr matrices. 28 The tv site is created by the removal of the four adjacent host atoms (arranged as a tetrahedron) surrounding the tetrahedral interstitial (I Td ) site in the fcc lattice. When the six nearest neighbor atoms, arranged as an octahedron, surrounding an octahedral interstitial (I oh ) site are removed, the hv site is generated. Sodium shows a preference for the hv site in solid Ar; thus, Eu would be expected to show similar behavior allowing the dominant red site of isolation of atomic Eu in Ar to be attributed to a hv site. Sodium displays a slight preference for tv site occupancy (56%) in solid Kr, suggesting the dominant site of isolation of Eu in the Kr lattice, the blue site, relates to a tv. The Eu/RG polarizability plot shown in Fig. 5 allows association of the blue sites of isolation in Ar and Kr as the same site type as the single site present in Xe which is attributed to a tetra-vacancy site. The sizes of the available spherical vacancies in the fcc RG lattices along with the LP predicted Eu-RG diatomic bond lengths are listed in Table IV for comparison purposes. 
C. Near-UV Eu( 8 P)/Ar reanalyzed
High-resolution absorption spectra of the near-UV 8 P 5/2 state were previously recorded by Jakob et al. 12 for Eu in Ar matrices and these data are compared with the current site-selective excitation spectra in Fig. 8 . Temperature dependent studies of the high-resolution absorption spectra identified three clear zero phonon lines (ZPL's), each with a highenergy phonon sideband. It was assumed previously that the Eu atom existed in a single site in the Ar lattice and the ZPL's were proposed as arising from individual weak field states of the J = 5/2 level split by a noncubic crystal field. However, comparison with the current site-specific Eu/Ar excitation data allows the absorption features to be attributed to distinct sites.
The effect of the cubic CF on the Eu atom 8 P 5/2 state in the hv and tv lattice sites is predicted, by Group theoretical methods, 29 to split the J = 5/2 spin-orbit level into two weak field components labeled E 3 and G, having degeneracies of 2 and 4, respectively. Thus, in a field of cubic symmetry the spin-orbit J = 5/2 level will split into two components with relative intensities of 2:1. To examine this prediction a detailed analysis of the resolved bands was conducted with the Wp lineshape function. 30 With a phonon frequency, hω, of 27 cm −1 (a value selected from the resolved phonon sidebands) and the experimental temperature of 4 K, the only adjustable parameter in the Wp function fit is the Huang-Rhys factor (S). Using an S value of 0.35 the simulations presented on the upper right of Fig. 8 were obtained. As shown the red site of isolation presents two ZPL's of intensity 2:1 located at 333.7 and 334.9 nm. Similarly, two ZPL's of weaker intensity are identifiable at 336.1 and 334.7 nm for the blue site. The occurrence of additional structure on the dominant CF bands of both sites (336.1 and 333.7 nm) can be attributed to resolved phonon structure. From the locations of the pair of ZPL's of each site, the magnitude of the crystal field splittings on the J = 5/2 level in Ar are found to be 105 and 123 cm −1 for the red and blue sites, respectively.
The absorption features in the 322 and 309 nm regions contain much more structure but the bands here are complicated by the fact that two distinct P states occur in this region. Thus in the 322 nm spectral region transitions to both the 8 P 7/2 and 6 P 5/2 states occur while in the 310 nm region, the 8 P 9/2 and 6 P 7/2 states absorb. Without the temperature dependence study performed at high resolution over this whole spectral region, it is not possible to accurately assign which features are due to ZPL's and which are sideband structures. Notwithstanding this, it is possible using the present excitation data to develop the previous work of Jakob et al. 12 and attribute specific features in each of the RG matrices to atomic Eu isolated in a particular site. Site-specific features are labeled red and blue sites (R and B) in Fig. 7 on the basis of their location on the lower energy y 8 P state excitation spectra. It is noteworthy that the blue site features occur to lower energy than the red site for the f → d type transitions in the near-UV region. This is an energy reversal compared to the y 8 P state indicating very different excited state interactions for the Eu atom in d-and p-type excited states.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Europium atoms were isolated easily in RG matrices, while specific conditions involving sample formation at elevated temperatures, were required to form metal aggregates. This behavior is attributed to the large mass of the guest metal atom and the weak metal dimer van der Waals bond, both of which reduce the probability of metal aggregation. A strong similarity was observed between the visible absorption spectra of the Eu matrix systems and the Na systems both of which exhibit a pair of sites in Eu/Ar and Eu/Kr samples but only a single thermally stable site in Xe. This behavior can be traced back to the very similar ground state van der Waals bond lengths present in the 1:1 complexes, these metal atoms form with the rare gas atoms. Drawing from the results of the previous in-depth molecular dynamics study 5 of matrix-isolated atomic sodium, tentative site assignments are provided for the Eu/RG systems. The site types occupied by Eu atoms within the matrices are proposed as a tv for the blue site and a hv for the red site.
The absorption features observed in the near-UV spectral region relating to f → d type transitions are in agreement with an earlier study. Recording site-specific excitation spectra has allowed us to identify absorption features pertaining to Eu atoms isolated in different sites within the RG lattices. The threefold splitting pattern present on the y 8 P state transition in the visible for these sites indicates that both are of cubic symmetry. The excited state behavior of matrix-isolated atomic Eu is quite varied. It spans the extremes where pure atomic spin-orbit splittings are maintained on the f → d type transitions in the near-UV, to where Jahn-Teller coupling 31 wipes out such splitting on the s → p type y 8 P transitions in the visible. The lower energy z 6 P state exhibits both of these extreme behaviors depending on the host used to accommodate the Eu atom. Excitation spectra in the region of the z 6 P state of atomic Eu isolated in the solid rare gases in the blue site of isolation allow identification of the J = 5/2 and 7/2 spin-orbit levels in the inert hosts. Interestingly, the J = 7/2 excitation feature is structureless in all hosts while the J = 5/2 level exhibits some splitting, the extent of which increases in larger, more polarizable hosts.
